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**NOTES**

15+ Models will require the axle pipe sensor to be reinstalled.

This sensor bung is NOT provided in this kit.
This kit will NOT fit regular cab trucks or extended cab/short box models
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2011-2017 FORD F250/F350 POWERSTROKE 6.7L

5" DPF BACK SYSTEM
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3- 7/16 x 1 1/2” FT Bolt

3- 7/16 Flanged Nut

10853



KIT #640 

2011-2017 FORD POWERSTROKE F250/F350 6.7L 

5” PARTICULATE FILTER BACK SINGLE SYSTEM 
This kit will NOT fit regular cab trucks or extended cab/short box models 

**NOTE** 
15+ Models will require the axle pipe sensor be reinstalled. 

This sensor bung is NOT provided in this kit. 

Warning: 

Allow the trucks exhaust system to cool before removal. Always practice safe work habits, i.e. jack 
stands, gloves, safety glasses etc. 

Notes: 

FLO~PRO Performance Exhaust Systems are designed to fit stock trucks with OEM hitches, tires, 
wheels, and spare sizes. Any suspension lifts or other variations may require modification of the 
new exhaust system for proper fit and finish.  
 
Do not tighten clamps until the complete system is in place. Snug clamp down so it will hold the 
pipe but pipe can still be moved. 
 
WD40 or equal will make removal of hangers easier.  Do not tighten clamps until installation is 
complete.   
 
A small tack with a mig welder is recommended under all clamp connections. DO NOT WELD 
CLAMPS 
 

1. To remove the OEM exhaust system, unbolt the flange fastening the exhaust pipe/tailpipe 
assembly to the DPF.  Remove the metal hangers from the OE rubber hangers.  Remove the 
OE system from the truck.    

2. Bolt on the flanged adapter to flange behind DPF using supplied bolts and reusing OE 
gasket. (Note: Place clamps on connections before installing pipes.) Install the over 
axle pipe into the factory rubber hangers.  

3. Take note of the space between the axle pipe #30856 and flanged part #10853. This 
measurement will tell you if and how much of the extension pipe #50018 will be used. If 
trimming of the extension is required be sure NOT to cut the expanded end. 

4. Once the extension and axle pipe are in place, install the tailpipe #31157 using the stock 
hanger location. 

5. With the adapter and pipes mounted loosely, adjust the System for clearance and 
appearance.  Evenly tighten all bolts and clamps.  

6. Install the provided tip. 
**NOTE** 

On 15+ models, you will need to drill/tap or install a sensor bung into the axle pipe to reinstall the 
factory sensor for proper operation of the vehicle. This sensor bung is NOT provided in this kit. 

 


